
TEMPEST 1000 WA € 164.560
BASEPRICE (IN VAT)

STANDARD OPTIONS
Fore sundeck cushion - Shower - Refrigerator - Swimming platform - GRP Dolphin Striker - GRP bench - Stern
add. sundeck kit - Stainless steel pulpit - Marine Stereo with speakers - Flexiteak stringers covering - Ladder -
Fuel tank - Electric winch - Marine toilet with septic tank

TOTAL SELECTED OPTIONS (IN VAT) € 135.657

BOAT-OPTIONS (IN VAT) € 37.147

ENGINE (IN VAT) € 77.670

ENGINE-OPTIONS (IN VAT) € 20.840

TOTAL (EX VAT) € 248.113,23
TOTAL TAX (21%) € 52.103,77

TOTAL (IN VAT) € 300.217

https://buildyourrib.bruggemarinecenter.com/
https://buildyourrib.bruggemarinecenter.com/


YOUR OPTIONS

BOAT-OPTIONS
2 carbon pylons bimini top for stern area with Hard Top € 5.082
Console & seat cover € 1.694
Flexiteak flooring cockpit € 8.954
Hard Top (T-Top) € 16.577
Refrigerator € 2.420
Supplement Tubes in Carbon, Fabric impression, Perlage € 2.420

ENGINE
Dual Yamaha 300 HP V6 - NSB - Integrated € 77.670

ENGINE-OPTIONS
DBW Remote control - Dual engine - Level 2 - EKS - Integrated € 7.260
Dual Engine Installation V6-V8 € 7.500
Engine lock € 800
Piping Yamaha € 600
SST propeller inox € 2.100
Yamaha Dual pre-rigging € 2.000
Yamaha Water Separator € 580

While we try and ensure that all prices on our website are accurate, errors may occur. If we discover an error

in the price of goods you have ordered we will inform you as soon as possible and give you the option of

recon�rming your order at the correct price or cancelling it. If we are unable to contact you we will treat the

order as cancelled. If you cancel and you have already paid for the goods, you will receive a full refund. We

are not responsible for pricing, typographical, or other errors. All mentioned prices are ex factory and ex

works.



OTHER POSSIBLE OPTIONS

BOAT-OPTIONS
2 carbon pylones bimini top for bow area with Hard Top
220V Dockside current tap € 3.630
4 carbon pylons bimini top € 7.381
Biminitop for A-frame € 5.445
Console and bench cover with T-Top € 1.573
Cover for stern bench and sundeck € 968
Deck Gelcoat in Military Grey/Black € 5.929
Extra battery € 726
GPS 10 inch with transducer, touch & guidance € 3.509
GPS 12 inch with transducer, touch & guidance € 5.747,50
GPS 7 inch with transducer, touch & guidance € 2.178
GPS 9 inch with transducer, touch & guidance € 3.025
GRP/Fiberglass A-frame € 9.559
Hull Gelcoat in Military Grey/Black € 3.146
Seastar Powered Assist € 5.566
Skipole € 1.512,50
USB socket € 302,50
Underwater lights on transom (pair) € 2.783
Upgrade stereo & extra speakers & amplifier € 4.840

ENGINE-OPTIONS
DBW Remote control - Dual engine - Level 3-4 - EKS - Autopilot -
Joystick/AP-Twin - Integrated

€ 22.990

White colour engine € 2.740

While we try and ensure that all prices on our website are accurate, errors may occur. If we discover an error

in the price of goods you have ordered we will inform you as soon as possible and give you the option of

recon�rming your order at the correct price or cancelling it. If we are unable to contact you we will treat the

order as cancelled. If you cancel and you have already paid for the goods, you will receive a full refund. We

are not responsible for pricing, typographical, or other errors. All mentioned prices are ex factory and ex

works.

URL VAN CONFIGURATIE

https://buildyourrib.bruggemarinecenter.com/cpq/product/113/tempest-1000-
wa/22921310-8569-11ee-9dcb-83dc712dbad8/222




